Our client is an IT solutions company. Our client is analysing businesses in Luxembourg and transforming the business requirements into added value IT solutions. We are looking for two Junior IT Engineers with different main tasks.

**Main responsibilities**

One IT Engineer will be responsible for support of user on-boarding. You will have contact with new employees who will join the local operational team. Your main tasks will be related to scripting on Microsoft tools and automation projects. Your scripting tasks will be part of a project related to business workflow improvement.

One IT Engineer will be responsible for collecting and filtering GDPR related data. You will collect data from various data sources, Core systems, CRM, Shares, Voice recordings and E-Mail archives. So a good knowledge of SQL databases is necessary for that position. The position is similar to a Junior DBA role.

**Profile**

You graduated from a Bachelor or Master in IT with previous relevant internships or a similar position.

You have relevant skills in SQL database, Microsoft and scripting tools.

You have a service-oriented approach.

You know how to work independently while having a good team spirit.

You have good communication skills.

You are fluent in English; knowledge of Luxembourgish and/or German languages is an asset.

*For more information please contact Nina Kraft by phone on +352 26 29 45 23.*

THE RECRUITER is a recruitment and executive search company specialised in ICT - Telecoms - Digital - Cleantech - Services & Industry. THE RECRUITER empowers companies in their recruitment and HR projects, trusting that Human Factor, thanks to committed, motivated and implicated people, will bring success and added value in any business. THE RECRUITER defines its core values as: transparency, flexibility, professionalism and commitment. We apply these rules to any HR project we are in charge of.